90. Epilepsy - etiology and pathogenesis

Epilepsy = episodic spontaneous seizures resulting from paroxysmal uncontrolled discharge of neurons within CNS
Results from dysbalance between excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter systems

main inhibitory neurotransmitter - GABA 
    glutamate = precursor of GABA
    glutamate decarboxylase - controls GABA amount
Possible role of GABA in epilepsy
- low GABA inhibitory effect →  inhibitory influence on excitatory system 
- insufficient GABA synthesis  (e.g. B1 hypovitaminosis)      
- ↓GABA transporting proteins in cellular membr.
- insufficient glucose decarboxylase	
- ischemic effect

most important excitatory neurotransmitter = glutamate 
Possible role of glutamate in epilepsy 
- shortage of GABA → relative/absolute excess of glutamate
- disorder of glutamate reuptake to astrocytes +  neurons → shortage of glutamate for new GABA formation
- damage to neurons e.g. hypoxia → rapid leakage of glutamate to EC  + disorder of ”reuptake” system 
-  tetanic stimulation causes LTPP, reduction of inhibition 

Etiology of Epilepsy
● primary – idiopathic – 75%
●secondary - 25% - structural brain disorders:
- ischemia, hemorrhage (13%)
- developmental brain disorders
- injuries, tu, inflammations
- chemical and physical factors:
- hypo-, hyper osmolar states
- damage to Na/K pump -  K  in EC
- hypoglycemia, uremia, toxic substances
- metabolic amino acid disorders (e.g. insufficient formation of GABA - e.g. in vit B1 shortage)

Epileptogenic focus
Present mainly at focal epilepsy
= pathologically changed region – focus of epilepsy origin - e.g . ischemic focus
- non-active center
- intermediary zone - source of  hyperactivity 

Seisure readiness
= predisposition of the brain to epileptic discharges
● genetic abnormalities
- children - immature brain (febrile cramps)
- acquired abnormalities – e.g. hypovitaminosis B1
-  K in EC space →  output of K from cell →  lateral inhibition - enables spread of discharge
●  Ca in EC →  release of GABA →   inhibition
● hypoxia, hypoglycemia – shortage of energetic substrate  
● frequent repetition of epileptic discharges →  effect of inhibition (desensitization) → generalization

Causes of epileptic discharge
● “epileptic” neurons exhibit electrical dysbalance 
- changed membrane transport of K, Na and Ca 
- repetitive depolarization = paroxysmal depolarization ”shift” (=  potential difference between inner and outer space) → produce  frequency of action potentials → action potentials arise also in dendrites
● "Kindling" = process by which the epileptic activity can be caused by electric or chemical stimuli
	takes place esp. in limbic system 

few neurons ensure widespread seizure – hypersynchronisation
after discharge → higher amplitude of EEG

Epileptogenic stimulus - not always necessary 
= sudden change of endogenous  or exogenous setting eliciting epileptic seizure
- infection, intoxication, hormonal dysbalance
- psychic burden, visual, auditory stimuli

Some functional circuits within brain play role in epilepsy propagation
● cortico-thalamic circuit - active in sleep - sleep spindles
- petit mal - often at night,  during arousal 
● cortico-hippocampal circuit - circuit of Papéz (assoc. cortex - hippocampus – corp. mamillaria - amygdala – limbic cortex) 
- key for explicit memory
- basic hyperactivity in generalized E
● cortico-amygdaloid circuit
● cortico-cortical circuit
● cortico-striate circuit - important for event. propagation or cessation of propagation of seizure

Classification of epilepsy
● focal origin → Partial epilepsy
       - Simple epilepsy - without loss of awareness
       - Complex epilepsy - diminished or lost awareness
● origin in large region or in many sites simultaneously → Generalized epilepsy 
- Petit mal
- Grand mal

Time course of epileptic seizure
1) Prodrome = mood or behavioral change preceding attack
2) Aura = symptoms just before attack (specific sensation - smell…)
3) Attack = seisure
4) Post-seizure period = time immediately after attack  - confusion, disorientation, automatic behavior

Jacksonian epilepsy (JE)
= partial, simplex epilepsy (consciousness preserved)

Epileptic discharge extends to:
-  precentral gyrus  → typical motoric  seisure - motoric JE 
-  postcentral gyrus → sensitive JE - dysesthesias
- cramps (dysesthesias) start in restricted body region (face, hand, leg) and extend to homolateral half of the body
- after seizure sometimes → transitory paresis = Todd paralysis

Psychomotoric seizure
= partial, complex epilepsy - focus = in temporal lobe, hippocampus or amygdala
- motoric and sensor symptoms are accompanied by: 
       vegetative signs (gastric aura)
       emotional signs (anxiety, dreamy states,  depersonalization, amnesia)
       mechanical automatisms
EEG - potentials with frequency of 4-7 Hz (Theta)

Generalized E
sudden affection of both hemispheres - loss of consciousness

Petit mal
Usually appears in children, 3 forms
1) Absentia petit mal (<30 seconds)
     sudden loss of consciousness - break of activity, 
     EEG - ”spike, round wave”
2) Myoclonic petit mal
     in puberty, sudden cramp of upper limbs, without loss of consciousness
     EEG - several spikes, round wave
3) Akinetic petit mal (Lennox sy)
     in preschool age, sudden flexory cramp, loss of postural tone and fall,
     short unconsciousness

Grand mal
Causes deep unconsciousness, fall
● Tonic phase
   - generalized spasm of muscles
   - break of respiration - cyanosis
   - mydriasis, no light reaction of pupils
● Clonic phase - about 2 min 
   - symmetrical clonic cramps 
   - EEG - high freq. spikes (100 Hz)
● Post-paroxysmal phase
   - unconsciousness, respiratory difficulties,
   - confusion, aggressiveness, amnesia

Status epilepticus
= serious complication (5-10% ends by death)
uninterrupted grand mal seizures, constant unconsciousness
life emergency - heart, lung failure, brain edema




